Don’t wait for the future – invent it
Start a cutting-edge career with TELUS’ Graduate Technology Leadership Program

Ignite your tech power
For more than two decades, the GTLP has given new grads the experience and confidence to launch promising careers in engineering and technology. Want to work where the action is? From day one, you’ll be part of an expert team using tomorrow’s technologies to deliver the next generation of connectivity to Canadians.

Is the GTLP right for you?
✔️ You’re a recent or soon-to-be graduate in Engineering, Computer Science or another technical discipline
✔️ You’re passionate about learning new technologies and using them to make a difference for our customers
✔️ You’re excited about taking ownership and driving change
What you can expect

Three job rotations over 27 months
Choose from five world-class tech streams: 5G and Wireless Networks, Cybersecurity Solutions, Digital Home Solutions, Software Development and Software-defined Networking (SDN).

Mentoring and peer-to-peer support
Your journey will be guided by a structured development program that includes support from a program manager, technical and leadership mentors, and a peer buddy to optimize your experience.

A dynamic, permanent position
From your first day, you’ll have a permanent full-time position within TELUS. You’ll tackle hands-on projects together with a network of colleagues from coast to coast.

Experience across technical disciplines
With each rotation, you’ll develop a variety of technical skills in cutting-edge areas while you solve real business challenges and drive innovation.

Latitude to explore your interests
Play an active role in important initiatives outside of your everyday work by joining a variety of sub-programs (social good, diversity, digital strategy – to name a few) based on your own interests.

Your choice of location
Positions are available in Vancouver, Edmonton, Toronto, Montreal or Rimouski, so you can stay in one place or try out living in a different location.

Competitive pay and benefits
Earn a full salary from the start (with regular salary reviews), plus TELUS’ performance bonus, customizable benefits package and employer matching in our share purchase and retirement savings programs.

Flexibility and balance
Our Work Styles program equips our team members with the necessary tools and support to effectively work from home.

Stay in the know
Follow us on LinkedIn (TELUS GTLP) and Instagram (@telusgtlp) to get the latest on events we’re attending and to discover more about life within the GTLP.

Visit telus.com/gtlp to learn more about the program and how to apply.